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Tasks
Your tasks are a list of items that are required to be done to complete that matter and will
show the Progress of that matter.
Tasks can be various things like letters, emails, text messages, forms, bills, a note to make
sure something has been sent or received, etc. These can be found in the Progress screen
as below, which is an example of a Sale tasks area.

They are usually set up in an order that the work is done and can be grouped into separate
categories, such as File Opening, which are the tasks needed to be done before you make the
matter live, Sale to Exchange, Sale, etc. These will have been set by your Administrator.
The idea of tasks is for you to tick them off as you complete the work meaning nothing gets
missed and anyone can easily see the progress of the matter.
The tasks in the above example that are in black require the user to complete them before
the matter can be made live, such as requiring monies on account.
Tasks in red still need to be completed.
Tasks in green have been completed and will have a completed date next to them.
Tasks in Orange have been assigned to someone.
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Task Filters
Tasks can now be filtered so users see only ones that apply to them i.e. post completion team
may only want to see post completion tasks.

Category – This will allow users to only see a selected category or group

Target Date – You can select a date range and filter tasks based on those dates

Status – This shows all tasks of a particular status

Filters can be combined to show (e.g.) a category and a target date combined.
The reset button will just change all the filters back to All if you want to ‘clear’ the filters
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Completing a Task
To complete a task, you need to tick the box next to the task you are doing. This will put a
completed date of today next to it.

If, however, you completed the task previous to today, double click anywhere on the
relevant task line, (apart from the tick box), and it will bring up a date window where you
can select the actual date the work was done. Then click save.

Once the tasks in black have been completed you are able to activate the matter.
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Activating a Matter
To do this go to the edit button on the matter and select Activate from the dropdown list in
the Status field, then click OK. Please note: there may be triggers attached to the task to

automatically change the status of a matter when the task is ticked – you will not need to
change this manually in these instances.
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Tasks with Triggered Actions
Tasks can have triggered actions automatically set against them so when you tick a task it
can bring up the action associated with it. There are many different triggers such as a letter,
email, text message, Web link etc. These will have also been set by your Administrator.
Having triggered actions set means you can complete the work more quickly and efficiently.
If a task has a triggered action against it, there will be a symbol in the Category Column
next to that task.

With a task that has a triggered action against it, when you click either on the tick box, or,
on the task to change the date completed, it will take you to the relevant task/s associated
with it.
The example below shows a Word Document generation as the triggered action, in this case
it is the client care letter being sent. This has a Word icon in the Category Column next to
the task.
Once the task is clicked it will automatically take you to the New Document window and will
highlight the correct Document type and the correct document.
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You just then open it in the usual way to create it.

It will then save in the Documents Screen.
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Another triggered action on a task could be a text message and email.

For this to work, the matter must have a valid mobile number and/or email set against the
client and for it to be flagged to send text and/or emails.
This can be found in the client setup under communications.

When a task is ticked that has a triggered action of text message and email, it will
automatically send them to the client.
It will bring up a window showing the message sent.
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Task Triggers

Please refer to your administrator to set any of these up.
Insert File – Pull a file into the matter from outside of Redbrick (doesn’t need to be a Word
template i.e. a Pdf containing Terms of Business for all matters
Document – Merge a Word template(s) from the document library
Peapod Form – Pull in and merge a Law Society form i.e. TA10 (Fittings and Contents)
SMS & Email – Send a text message to the client and or an email (at quote or active stage)
AML Check – Run a Money Laundering Check against the client (Account required)
Certainty Check – Run a Check against Certainty Wills database (Account required)
First Title – Initiate a First Title Indemnity policy quote (Account required)
Diary Appointment – Automatically create a diary appointment, in the Redbrick diary, for x
days ahead of the task
Review Solicitors Request – Automatically send a Review Solicitors feedback request
(Account required)
Safe Move Scheme – Run a Safe Buyers Check (Account required)
Search – Start a property search with PIE (Brighter Law) (Account required)
Task – A secondary task can be completed upon completion of the first i.e. a Local Search
and a Coal Mining Search may need to be completed if the All Searches returned task is
ticked
Billing – Upon completing a task the user can be led to the billing screens to check and
update the figures
Case – After completing a task the user can be led to a particular part of the screen to check
and ensure the information is correct i.e. Open the Property information as part of the preexchange checks and ensure the data is correct
Case Status – After ticking a task the Matter Status can be automatically updated i.e. set to
Exchanged
Client Info – After ticking a task the user can be prompted to update the client address i.e.
after completion the property address can become the client address without having to rekey the information
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Web Link – Any website can be opened upon completion of a task i.e. Solicitors Check for
otherside solicitors on the SRA website

Unticking Tasks
If you have ticked a task by mistake or need to re-run that task, it can be done easily just
by unticking the box next to the relevant task.
Then re-run the task as above.

Setting Tasks as Not Required
If there is a task showing, and for this particular case it is not required, you can set it as not
required.
Highlight the task, right click on it and click Set as Not Required.

This will put a line through that task only.
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Notes against Tasks
There is a Notes Column in the Progress Screen. This enables you to put a multi-line note
against a task. Just click into the Notes Column against a task and type in, then hit return to
save it.
This can be edited or removed.
Please note: Some notes will be in the public domain. There are icons to be added to this
screen which indicate whether a task is viewable by the Client or Agent. Notes added to tasks
indicating they are viewable can be read by the client when they login to Track Your Case.
Speak to Redbrick Support or your administrator if you need to know how to add these
columns in.
As the Progress Screen is available for your clients to view, this can be useful information for
them to see if there is any issue/holdup.
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If you have any queries on Redbrick please either contact your dedicated Business
Consultant or our Support team.

Support
Tel : 01572 770088
Email : Support@RedbrickSolutions.co.uk
Website : www.redbricksolutions.co.uk
Address :
Top Floor
33-35 Pillings Road
Oakham
Rutland
LE15 6QF
Or Access your client portal for support and additional resources:
https://www.redbricksolutions.co.uk/clientarea/login
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